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Abstract. Accurate segmentation of the prostate and organs at risk in computed tomography (CT) images is a crucial step for radiotherapy (RT) planning. Manual segmentation, as performed nowadays, is a time consuming process and prone to errors due to the high intra- and inter-expert variability. This paper introduces a new automatic method for prostate, rectum and bladder segmentation in planning CT using a geometrical shape model under a Bayesian framework. A set of prior organ shapes are first built by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to a population of manually delineated CT images. Then, for a given individual, the most similar shape is obtained by mapping a set of multi-scale edge observations to the space of organs with a customized likelihood function. Finally, the selected shape is locally deformed to adjust the edges of each organ. Experiments were performed with real data from a population of 116 patients treated for prostate cancer. The data set was split in training and test groups, with 30 and 86 patients, respectively. Results show that the method produces competitive segmentations w.r.t standard methods (Averaged Dice = 0.91 for prostate, 0.94 for bladder, 0.89 for Rectum) and outperforms the majority-vote multi-atlas approaches (using rigid registration, free-form deformation (FFD) and the demons algorithm).
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1. Introduction

Prostate cancer is one of the most commonly diagnosed male cancer worldwide, with 190,000 new cases diagnosed in USA in 2010 (American Cancer Society) and 71,000 new cases in France in 2011 (INCa 2011). External beam radiation therapy (EBRT) is a commonly prescribed treatment for prostate cancer which has proven to be efficient for tumor control [1]. EBRT uses high energy beams from multiple directions in order to deliver the dose within the patient tumor region to destroy the cancer cells. Modern treatment techniques offer nowadays improved treatment accuracy through a better planning, delivery, visualization and the correction of patient setup errors. Segmentation plays a major role during the whole therapy. During a standard protocol for EBRT planning, CT images are manually delineated to define not only the clinical target volume (CTV), prostate and seminal vesicles, but also the neighbouring organs at risk (OARs), for instance the bladder and rectum. The CTV is then expanded to constitute the Planning Target Volume (PTV) for treatment. These spatial margins between the organs and the PTV as depicted in Figure 1 allow for uncertainties in delineation, patient setup, motion and organ deformations [23, 12]. The segmentation allows the definition of dose constraints according to certain recommendations. The International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) 50 and 62 reports, for example, define and describe several target and critical structure volumes that aid in the treatment planning process and may provide a basis for comparison of treatment outcomes. Thus the directions, strengths, and shapes of the treatment beams are computed in a planning platform to comply with them, following a particular dose prescription. The delineated structures may also be used in further stages and with different purposes during the treatment such as the computation of cumulated dose when image guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is used or for toxicity population studies [9, 17, 4].

In current radiotherapy planning, the CT is still used to perform the segmentation since the dose computation relies on the CT electron density information. However, the CT offers a poor soft tissue contrast and therefore segmenting pelvic organs is highly time consuming (between 20-40 minutes to delineate each), and prone to errors, especially in the apical and basis regions [18]. Previous studies have reported variations in prostate delineation of about 20.60 % of the organ volume [22]. These uncertainties lead to large intra- and inter-observer variabilities and may impact the treatment planning [19] and dosimetry [11, 5]. Hence, reliable, efficient and reproducible (semi)-automatic segmentation techniques are required in treatment planning.

Several difficulties hamper automatic segmentation methods in this context: (i) the poor border contrast between adjacent organs, (ii) the high intra- and inter-individual shape variability, (iii) the inhomogeneities in the amount of bladder and rectum filling [20] (iv) the often presence of fiducial markers used to guide dose delivery. Common automatic methods for organ segmentation of pelvic structures include deformable models [15, 35], atlas based methods [39] or statistical shape models [3, 33]. Atlas based approaches use prior learning not only for obtaining a final contour but also to provide initial organ positions for further segmentation algorithms. In atlas-based methods a pre-computed segmentation
or prior information (i.e. probability map) in a template space is propagated to the image to be segmented via registration [36, 2, 39, 26]. Although atlas-based approaches may provide prior structural information, a high inter-individual variability and registration errors may lead this method to fail. Multi-atlas approaches can partly overcome some of these difficulties by selecting the most similar organ of interest among a large database, but the definition of a proper similarity metrics between the available atlases and the individual query, is still an open issue [39, 47, 39]. Statistical shape models may help to overcome atlas-based segmentation problems by introducing prior shapes, which in a further step may be locally adjusted [3, 33]. In general, these approaches define a cost function encoding similarities that matches a prior shape/appearance knowledge with a particular individual (test image) [40, 34]. These approaches are relatively stable and robust to noise and voxel variations, however their accuracy may be limited by the set of features selected to represent the image test and the particular definition of the match function. Examples of prostate segmentation following this approach appear in [32] where the segmentation problem was addressed without shape constraints by allowing flexibility to individual local variations, with some issues, however, in regions with poor contrast. More recently, Che et al [25] proposed a statistical method that matches the prior shape information under a Bayesian hypothesis, incorporating anatomical constraints but without exploiting spatial information. Other approaches include learning strategies to segment the prostate, but within the context of intra-individual segmentations where previous organ delineations are required [27].

In this paper, we propose a novel method for automatically segmenting pelvic structures from CT scans based on a statistical shape model within a Bayesian framework and with local spatial variations. The proposed approach is appropriate for different types of organ, shapes, as well as stable to variations in contrast and bladder and rectum filling conditions. A method for removing CT artifacts was implemented which increases contours reliability using an adapted non-local filter, which was able to overcome the issues with fiducial markers. Since the prior is built from different available shapes, the approach is robust to the large inter-individual variability. The likelihood matching includes a geometrical and topological analysis which allows to set an optimal correspondence between a prior 3D shape model and the considered CT. Such prior is built from an actual population while a multi-scale edge descriptor allows for the mapping between the prior and the CT observations. The yielded 3D organ segmentation is spatially coherent and voxels are connected together. In the remainder of this paper we first describe the method, we then validate the accuracy of our approach on real CT data, and compared with baseline Atlas-Based segmentation methods.

2. Methodology

The proposed method consists of several stages as depicted in Figure 2. Let \( \widehat{S}_o \), the estimated organ shape (prostate, bladder or rectum) that optimizes a maximum a posteriori (MAP),
under a Bayesian framework

\[ \tilde{S}_o = \max_{S_o} \arg \left[ P(\tilde{S}_o | S_{pca}^{o_1}, S_{pca}^{o_2}, \ldots, S_{pca}^{o_N}) \right] \]

where \( \{S_{pca}^{o_1}, S_{pca}^{o_2}, \ldots, S_{pca}^{o_N}\} \) is a collection of shapes (the shape space) of the organ \( o \). The reference template serves as the coordinate framework of the PCA geometrical shape model and corresponds simply to a random selection of a single CT image. The likelihood function (section 2.4), aimed to match the most similar shape with the observations extracts information from a multi-scale analysis in a RoI around the organs (section 2.3), after removing CT artifacts. Eventually, the most likely shape \( \tilde{S}_o \) is locally deformed, driven by the multiscale edge descriptor (section 2.5). These steps are described in the following sections.

2.1. Learning an organ shape model: the prior

A dimensionality reduction of the whole training data was firstly carried out by applying PCA [41] to the population of manually delineated organs [42]. Hence, a collection of shapes \( \{S_{pca}^{o_1}, S_{pca}^{o_2}, \ldots, S_{pca}^{o_N}\} \), for each considered organ, was computed. A previous rigid registration scales different volumes so that the number of slices is always the same for any organ. Then, a set of “360 landmarks” was set in the polar space (a landmark per grade), using the centroid of every organ as reference. Each shape contour is the parametric curve defined by a set of landmarks, among the training data lying on the contour. In consequence, correspondences are always one-to-one and the number of points of any contour is always the same. Thus, the first two contour moments are then computed, namely the mean shape vector \( \bar{s} \in R^{3M} \) and the covariance matrix \( \rho \in R^{3M \times 3M} \), are computed as \( \bar{s} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i \) and \( \rho = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (s_i - \bar{s})(s_i - \bar{s})^T \), where the vector \( (s_i - \bar{s}) \) characterizes the organ deviation with respect to the mean shape. A conventional spectral analysis allows diagonalization of this covariance matrix, thereby finding the directional gains or eigenmodes. Each eigenmode defines a 3D vector field of the correlated organ inter patient-variability. Thus, the organ statistical samples were generated by deforming the mean shape with a weighted linear
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Figure 2. Proposed method for 3D segmentation. First, a shape space organs is built (PCA). The template is rigidly registered to the CT to be segmented followed by an automatic extraction of RoIs for preprocessing and multi-scale edge detection. A likelihood function matches the most similar PCA shape with the detected edges to finally being locally adjusted.

Combination of the \( L \) dominating eigenmodes:

\[
S_{\text{PCA}}^{\text{org}} = \bar{s} + \sum_{l=1}^{L} c_l q_l
\]

where the coefficients \( c_l \) follow a Gaussian distribution and the \( q_l \) are the eigenvectors or directions with a variance defined in the interval \( q_l \in \{+3\sqrt{\lambda}, \ldots, -3\sqrt{\lambda}\} \), accounting for the 96% of the shape variability. This procedure was independently used for each organ, obtaining a family of shape models that were aligned with the previously chosen CT template. Examples of the different shapes obtained for each organ are shown in Figure 2.

2.2. RoI extraction and pre-processing

During the segmentation of a given CT image, the previously computed model is rigidly registered towards the CT template, from the training database, using a classical “block matching” method [43]. Thus, a set of RoIs of size \( \{\bar{S}_o \pm \xi\} \), being \( \bar{S}_o \) the average organ size and \( \xi \) a tolerance value, allows to define a particular partition for the test CT image. The computation of the organ boundaries is confined to this RoI, assuming that only two intensity classes exist, foreground (organs) and background. However, other classes may appear in the neighbourhood of the considered organ, mainly because of some acquisition artifacts,
namely intensity inhomogeneities, noise and presence or not of fiducial markers. Then, we assume a two class RoI, the organ of interest and some neighboring tissues, which are randomly distributed. Every RoI is then modelled as a mixture of Gaussians (GMMs), aiming to approximate the organ of interest and the other contaminant tissues as a non uniform sum of Gaussians, each approaching a particular distribution of voxels. Such modelling is formulated as:

\[ \psi(i) = \sum_{k=1,2,...,n} w_k N(i|\mu_k,\sigma^2_k) \tag{3} \]

where the two main distributions stand for the foreground tissues and any other structure (bones for instance), respectively. Such an estimation is consistent because the different types of noises were herein modeled as additive, usually approached by a mix of Gaussians. A classical Expectation Maximization algorithm is then applied to estimate the GMMs parameters. Let \( \text{RoI}_o(x) \) the pixel tissue distributions, with probability density function (pdf) \( p(x|\theta) \), where \( \theta \) is an unknown vector of parameters \( (\mu_i,\sigma_i) \) and \( x \) is every pixel of the RoI. Given an observation pixel \( x \), we aim at maximizing the likelihood function \( L(\theta) = p(x|\theta) \) w.r.t. a given search space \( \Theta \). This problem has been classically approximated by numerical routines, as the well known Expectation-Maximization algorithm [13].

Once the Mixture of Gaussians is determined, the two main distributions \( \max_{k=1,2}(2\sigma_k) \) are chosen since they represent the two searched classes. Any other distribution is eliminated by setting its voxels to the closest main distribution, using for doing so an adapted non local mean filter, as follows: a voxel \( x \), within the RoI, may represent any noise \( \{ x < \min_k(\mu_k - 2\sigma_k) \lor x > \max_k(\mu_k + 2\sigma_k) \} \) and therefore is replaced by a weighted average of a neighbourhood with foreground/background information, satisfying a “non local property”: weights depend on the pixel similarity in the image space as

\[ g(x) = e^{-\frac{d(x)}{h^2}} \tag{4} \]

where \( d(x) = \sum_{i \in \phi(o)} \| \text{RoI}_o(x) - N_{k_1,k_2}(\mu,\sigma^2) \| \), \( \phi(o) \) is the neighborhood and \( h \) is a decay parameter. The underlying idea behind this filter is to replace a pixel belonging to a probable artifact by its nearest “foreground/background” model. Examples of the RoI pre-processing are depicted in Figure 3.

2.3. Multi-scale CT edge detector: the observations

The multiscale image analysis was herein implemented using the first partial derivatives at each scale obtained by convolving each \( \text{RoI}_o(x,y) \) with a variable gaussian kernel. Thus, the multi-scale edge estimation was obtained by a simple linear combination of the different gradient magnitudes at each scale, as follows:

\[ S_{o,\phi}^\text{edge}(x,y;\sigma) = \sum_i \text{RoI}_o(x,y) * \frac{\partial G_{\sigma_i}}{\partial x} \frac{\partial G_{\sigma_i}}{\partial y} \tag{5} \]
Figure 3. In (a) Bladder RoI preprocessing before. Lower bladder region had different appearance because filling bladder. In (b) is shown the processed RoI. The proposed filter reduce the appearance difference allowing capture robust observations

where \( G_{\sigma_i} \) is the 2D Gaussian function with standard deviation \( \sigma_i \). In this context, the Gaussian function is the unique kernel with an equivalent scale-space representation (linearity and shift-invariance in both frequency and space). A multiscale image decomposition allows to build a more stable set of observed edges [44] since true edges are coherently present at different scales. In this context, the detection of the boundaries is further pursued by applying a classical multiscale non-maximum suppression strategy, consisting in detecting the maximum gradient magnitude for each particular direction as cited in[44]. This multiscale edge detection follows the universal principle of scale invariance and allows a robust edge description which is usually preserved through multiple scales [45].

2.4. Computing the geometrical likelihood

Within a Bayesian framework, the devised likelihood function \( P(\hat{S}_{\text{PCA}}|S_{\text{edge}}) \) was defined to find the best geometrical matching between the sample shapes \( \hat{S}_{\text{PCA}} \), obtained from the learned model, and each multi scale edge descriptor \( S_{\text{edge}} \) under a log-Euclidean metric [31]. For doing so, every shape, from the organ space, and the edges of each RoI, are characterized by the first seven Hu moments [8] as

\[
P(S_{\text{PCA}}|S_{\text{edge}}) = \min_{S_{\text{PCA}}} \left\{ \sum_{h_u(i=1...7)} \|m_{h_u}^{S_{\text{edge}}}-m_{h_u}^{S_{\text{PCA}}}\| \right\} \tag{6}
\]

where \( m_{h_u}^{S_{\text{edge}}} = \log|h_u^{S_{\text{edge}}}| \), and \( m_{h_u}^{S_{\text{PCA}}} = \log|h_u^{S_{\text{PCA}}}| \) are the computed shape features for the edges and the PCA learned shapes, respectively, and \( h_u^{S_{\text{edge}}}, h_u^{S_{\text{PCA}}} \) are their Hu moments. Under a log-Euclidean metric, null values are excluded, and the metrics allows to globally determine the most similar shape. This choice is also justified since the space of organs has a Lie group structure, that is to say, a similarity space in which continuity applies and algebraic operations are smooth mappings. This type of log-Euclidean metrics is invariant to orthogonal transformations, change of coordinates and scaling, and sets to an infinity distance those matrices with null or negative eigenvalues. The likelihood function reaches a maximal
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probability when a learned shape closely match the observations after the multi-edge-scale descriptor.

2.5. Local Shape Deformation

In a final step, a 3D local deformation function was also introduced to eventually improve the local correspondence of the chosen organ, selected by the PCA model. Such deformation depends on two different measurements: (1) the radial distance of a particular shape point to the observed multi-edge-scale in the same slice and (2) the distance of the same particular organ point to the corresponding organ point in the upper and lower slices. These distances drive out the warping deformation of the organ either to the observed multi-edge-scale or to the upper and lower organ neighboring points. This deformation is controlled by a $\lambda$ term, which represents a trade-off between the observed edge and the prior organ shape.

$$So_i(x, y) = \lambda \hat{S}_{pc}^{o_i}(x, y) + (1 - \lambda) \min_{S_o} (\| \hat{S}_{pc}^{o_i} - \{S_{edge}^o, \hat{S}_{pc}^{o_i} \pm 1 \| ))$$

This local deformation tends to preserve a coherence between the prior shape and the observed edges, a compact representation of the shape given by the $\lambda$ term and the nearest edge criterion. In this work, the best performance was obtained from a training database with $\lambda = 0.6$.

2.6. Experimental Setup

A quantitative comparison was performed between the manual organ delineations (prostate, bladder, rectum) and the computed segmentation, using two different measures: a dice score (DSC) and the Hausdorff distance. The DSC is an overlapping similarity measure, defined as $DSC(A, B) = \frac{2|A \cap B|}{|A| + |B|}$, where $| \cdot |$ indicates the number of voxels of the considered $A$ (gold standard) and $B$ volumes. On the other hand, the Hausdorff measure $H(A, B)$ computes the maximum distance between two set of points as $\max(h(A, B), h(B, A))$ and $h(A, B) = \max_{a \in A} \min_{b \in B} \| a - b \|^2$. In this case, each set of points represents the organ surface. This measure allows to indirectly assess the segmentation compactness.

As mentioned before, the dataset was randomly split into: training (30 patients) and test (86 patients). The training set was used to build the organ shape space and the best representation was selected within a leave-one-out cross validation scheme. The performance of the proposed method during the training step was compared with three multi-atlas vote methods‡, using a leave one out scheme. In a first multi-atlas method, the atlases were rigidly registered to the test volume. The other two methods followed two steps: (1) the atlases were rigidly registered to the whole set of volumes, using a “block matching” strategy, and the transformed volumes were ranked according to the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) [43]. (2) The delineations associated to each volume were propagated to a new test organ volume by non-rigidly propagating the whole set of organs. This non-rigid registration was carried out by either a standard free-form deformation (FFD) [46] or by using the demons algorithm‡.

‡ The used database corresponds to the 30 patients mentioned before
[50]. Eventually, the majority vote decision rule was applied to obtain a single segmentation for each considered organ. A second evaluation of the presented method was carried out by segmenting the test data (86 patients) that were not included in the training phase, using the best prior model constructed during the training step.

3. Data

Data used in this paper include a total of 116 patients, who underwent Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) for localized prostate cancer between July 2006 and June 2007 in the same institution. The whole treatment (patient positioning, CT acquisition, and volume delineations) and dose constraints complied with GETUG 06 recommendations, as previously reported [14]. The size of the planning CT images in the axial plane was 512x512 pixels, with 1mm image resolution, and 2mm slice thickness. The used treatment planning system was Pinnacle V7.4 (Philips Medical System, Madison, WI). Each treatment plan used five field beams, in a step-and-shoot delivery configuration with gantry angles of 260°, 324°, 36°, 100° and 180°. The delivery was guided by means of an IGRT protocol, with cone beam CT images or two orthogonal images (kV or MV imaging devices), using gold fiducial markers in 57% of patients. In this study, only the CT and the delineated prostate, bladder and rectum, were considered. For evaluation purposes, the dataset was split into two parts: training (30 patients) and test (86 patients) datasets.

4. Evaluation and Results

Figure 2 illustrates an example of segmentation obtained with the proposed approach (red), overlaid on an expert segmentation (in green). A major advantage of the proposed method is the adaptability of the prior shapes to the patient-specific organ, with local variations. As mentioned above, the approach performance was evaluated as follows:

4.1. Evaluation of training data

In a first experiment, by using the 30 patient randomly selected from the 116 available cases a DSC leave-one-out cross validation exploratory analysis was performed. Since DSC estimates the percentage of overlapping area between the evaluated segmentations, the obtained score is strongly dependent on the volume of the organs to be evaluated. Figure 3 shows the results obtained when comparing the presented approach with the three atlas based methods. The graph depicts the mean DSC and standard deviation for the four different automatic methods. The average score observed for the proposed method was of $0.91 \pm 0.033$ for the prostate, $0.94 \pm 0.028$ for the bladder, and $0.89 \pm 0.022$ for the Rectum. Overall, in terms of the DSC, the presented approach outperforms the atlas-based method (using the Demons) for the prostate and rectum, by 9 %, and 9.2 % ($p < 0.001$), respectively, while for the bladder a slight gain of 1.2 % was observed. Likewise, it should be noted that in all cases the standard deviation of the proposed approach is much smaller than the atlas based approaches.
An additional comparison was performed by computing the Hausdorff Distance, which allows for the compactness of the segmentation to be compared since this measure penalizes the isolated voxels that are far from the ground truth. Table 1 summarizes the obtained performance for the three target organs, with smaller values for the proposed method in any case, indicating that the method coherently finds shapes compatible with the knowledge stored in the bank of shape organs. These results in addition illustrate that the presented approach systematically obtains shape segmentations with average distances of 5.98 for the prostate, 19.09 for the bladder and 7.52 for the rectum, while with the best atlas approach, the average distances were 9.33 for the prostate, 79.42 for the bladder and 61.44 for the rectum. It should
be strengthen out that the Hausdorff distance evaluates not only the superposition of two shapes but also the quantity of scattered voxels that are outside of the segmented prostate: the larger the measure the higher the number of outlier voxels.

The results, obtained with this metric, point put the importance of using structural priors that define a particular topology. The bladder segmentation, calculated with the three atlas-based approaches and compared with the gold standard under the DSC metric, seemed to be appropriate, but when using the Hausdorff distance, larger differences appeared and produced a very large error of 79.42 mm in the present study.

4.2. Evaluation of test data

Once a particular organ model was set, its generalization capacity was also evaluated. The best prior, determined by the PCA in the previous experiment with 30 patients, was used in a second test group with 86 patients, a larger data set with different shape organs, presence of artifacts or contrast changes in CT. Quantitative results, with the previously introduced metrics, are reported in table 2. In general terms, the obtained results show a segmentation, with an averaged DSC of 0.86 and an averaged Hausdorff Distance of 16.19. The befitting obtained segmentations are consistent with what was observed in the training data, i.e. with a best score for the bladder. This fact can also be attributed to the overlapping measure since results depend on the organ volume. Although the obtained score errors are slightly larger for the three organ segmentations, the proposed approach properly captures the shape variability. The Hausdorff distance, on the other hand, shows that the proposed approach produces more stable segmentations, meaning that voxels belong mostly to a single shape since the measurement penalizes the isolated or outlier voxels. Unlike the atlas based approaches, this method reaches a tolerable margins of error, an important element when planning the radiation therapy. Finally, in both quantitative metrics, the obtained standard deviation was lower, evidencing coherency in the obtained segmentations.

5. Discussion

An automatic method for segmentation of pelvic organs in CT images was presented. Under a Bayesian framework, a geometrical likelihood function mapped a set of global observations, built from a structural multi-scale analysis [44], to a prior shape space that stored the shape
organ knowledge. This prior captured the principal shape variation modes, constituting an organ space with samples that represent the 96% of the shape variability [40, 16]. Observations were automatically captured from RoIs around each specific organ, namely, the prostate, the bladder and the rectum. Each of these RoIs is pre-processed by an adapted non-local filter which regularizes the region by considering only two principal pixel distributions: the organ and the background. This filter allows for artifact reduction coming from gas in the rectum, several filling bladder states or bone parts randomly captured within the RoI. Afterward, a set of structural observations, the Hu moments, are calculated from a multi-edge-scale feature. The obtained Hu-based descriptor is a global shape representation that is used by a geometrical likelihood function to find the most likely organ shape given the set of observations. The likelihood function rules out the null Hu moments and redistributes the organ space using a log-Euclidean metrics and thereby it matches the most similar.

In general, state-of-the-art methods attempt to obtain more accurate segmentations by integrating a prior to the CT image information, for instance the CT or MRI manual expert delineations or CT salient morphological points. The Bayesian approach herein presented may be included in statistical shape models family since the organ shape prior is mapped to the CT through a geometrical likelihood. Several statistical models, for segmenting CT registered structures, have been proposed. Among them, a semi-automatic Bayesian method that matches a set of organ templates and finds the most probable template transformation using an iterative increasing and bending algorithm may be found in [29]. Each of these templates is characterized by a medial axis relationship at different resolution scales. However, the media axis result in many cases very simple shape representation that can lead to wrong segmentations since the growing iterative algorithm can easily overflow the pelvic organ boundary. Likewise, segmentation of the prostate and rectum has been also approximated using a histogram learning representation under a Bayesian framework [25], achieving an average volume overlapping of 0.89 and 0.71, for the prostate and rectum, respectively. These low figures can be attributed to the histogram representation since (1) it is not robust to contamination with any complex noise, (2) some bladder states and bone structures show practically the same gray level, (3) there exists a high inter patient variability regarding the bladder state and (4) it completely misses the spatial relationships.

Essentially, the proposed approach combines both a multi-scale (global) and derivative estimations (local) to obtain the real organ edges. Since organ boundaries in the CT images are usually very blurred and even experts can miss actual boundaries, the proposed approach sets a proper edge estimation using a likelihood function that uses global metrics (The Hu moment characterization) of the searched shape and then corrects for the possible edge mismatches.

### Table 2. The Dice score and the Hausdorff distances obtained the proposed approach in using the test data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macro name</th>
<th>Prostate</th>
<th>Bladder</th>
<th>Rectum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hausdorff Distance (mm)</td>
<td>9.98±3.4</td>
<td>25.07±4.6</td>
<td>13.52±5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dice score (DSC)</td>
<td>0.87±0.071</td>
<td>0.89±0.083</td>
<td>0.82±0.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Another advantage of the proposed approach is the use of prior shapes by the likelihood function so that voxels belonging to any organ shape are always connected. This investigation has extended the usual prostate segmentation to the whole set of organs at risk, with very little change in the required parameters. The method has demonstrated to be robust to many types of noise and adaptable to different organs, with comparable accuracy values when segmenting the prostate, the bladder or the rectum. The approach was compared to 3 different atlas based methods which also included geometrical prior information, using the DSC and Hausdorff distance calculated between the automatic organ segmentation and a manual delineation carried out by a radiologist expert. Patients were grouped in training and test groups, and in both scenarios the proposed approach outperformed the other methods.

Finally, several pre-processing strategies have been proposed to overcome the natural high intra and inter patient organ appearance variability, for instance, Davis et al [28] cope with the bowel gas problem by defining a binary mask containing the regions with gas. Then, they apply a “deflation” transformation, based on the flow computed or induced by the binary image mask, and doing that this region tend to converge to the center of these regions. These approximation allows to reduce the bowel gas effect but without taking into account that very often this phenomenon appears as scattered in small regions. In the proposed approach, a new non-local filter which replaces the RoI artifacts was introduced. Taking advantage of the redundancy and assuming that a segmented RoI is composed of two tissues: organ and background. This facilitates the organ segmentation, above all because some organs like the bladder or rectum are composed of different objects that result in different distributions, this filter allows to homogenize the organ texture and to isolate the concept. After this filter, an organ and background pixel distribution are may be facilitated and used thereafter. Last but not least, the obtained results are highly encouraging and demonstrate the method usefulness in clinical scenarios as a support of the final delineation that dramatically decreases the expert burden in the daily radiotherapy planning.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

We presented in this work is a new methodology to segment pelvic structures in CT scans. The Bayesian method combines a deformable prostate model, learned from examples, and a geometrical likelihood strategy that maps actual observation into the space of model organs and selects the best shape to superimpose it in the original CT image. The presented results offer that this segmentation technique may be suitable to use as a oncologist’s support. This approach may be easily extended to other structures in CT images. Future works includes a more robust CT characterization by the association of edge observation and pixel distributions in order to find more likely shapes in the organ space and also develop a more reliable local shape adjustment.
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